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DESIGN NOTES

Designers to watch
Who?
Fiona Duke and Karen Knox, interior designers from Chelmsford and Leeds.

What? 
After building a friendship on Instagram over a mutual love for all things home-
related, Fiona and Karen founded the Interior Design Collective (IDC) – an online 
directory of independent interior designers from across the country. 

Why?
Fiona and Karen spotted a gap in the market for celebrating smaller design 
companies across the whole of the UK. They wanted to find a way for 
homeowners to access local creatives more easily, so they set up the IDC as a 
friendly, sociable and inspirational platform.

Where? 
Head to interiordesigncollective.co.uk to search for designers in your area and 
see projects from members to inspire your home redesign. For regular updates, 
follow @interiordesigncollective on Instagram or @theIDCuk on Twitter.

Look out for… 
More independent interior designers joining the collective soon.

Their style in three words… 
Eclectic. Homely. Fun.

interiordesigncollective.co.uk 
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Click here…
Skinflintdesign.com
If you love industrial style, you’ll love Skinflint and the brand’s new 
website. A great destination to satisfy any lighting needs, each 
piece is salvaged from across the UK and Europe and carefully 
restored to create focal points with a story to tell. Pendants found at 
decommissioned factories in Eastern Europe and ones dating back 
to 1960s Birmingham are only some of the interesting styles on offer.

Playful prints
Multiyork and MissPrint have teamed up to create a vibrant collection 
of five cool fabrics. Available in an array of bright colourways, they can 
be upholstered onto any of Multiyork’s sofas or chairs. Pictured (from 
left to right) are the Alpine chair in Foxglove Boleyn, £1129, Alfie chair 
in Ditto Liquorice, £1049, Ambleside chair in Garden City Putty, £1299, 
and Halstead chair in Dandelion Mobile Sunflower, £899. Just lovely.
multiyork.co.uk



Did you know?
A recent survey conducted by  

Showers to You found 76% of people believe 
quality wall and floor tiles with good grouting 

add the most value to a bathroom.
showerstoyou.co.uk
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